
THE COHOMOLOGY GROUPS OF A FIBRE SPACE
WITH FIBRE A SPACE OF TYPE X(tt, n)

W. H. COCKCROFT1

1. Introduction. The cohomology groups Hq(x, n; G) of a space of

type X.(ir, n), i.e. with one nonvanishing homotopy group, x, in

dimension n, have been fully determined by H. Cartan, S. Eilenberg,

and Saunders MacLane.2 If however one turns to a space with two

nonvanishing homotopy groups, say irm, ir„, m>n, the relevant theo-

rem3 of Eilenberg-MacLane gives the cohomology groups only as far

as dimension m. Now such a space is well known4 to be of the same

homotopy type as a fibre space with fibre of type X(irm, m) and base

of type 3C(7T„, n). My object here is to show that using this fact,

standard spectral sequence arguments give information over a field

of coefficients, at least as far as dimension w+2, in case m>n>l,

without undue complication.

Since such a fibre space is a particular example of one in which

only the fibre is restricted to be of type K(ir, n), I shall prove my

results for these more general spaces. Such spaces have of course

occurred often in the literature in recent years. Indeed associated

with any space X there is a sequence {(X, n)} of spaces, with (X, n)

a fibre space with fibre of type X(irn(X), n) and base (X, n — l).6

I am indebted to Professor E. Spanier for many helpful conversa-

tions on this and allied topics, and to Professor Saunders MacLane

for his comments on the results.

2. Statement of theorems. Let E denote a fibre space with fibre F

a space of type X(ir, n), w^2, i.e. ttí(F) =0, Í5¿n, irn(F) =ir. Let the

base space B of E be arcwise connected and simply connected. All the

spaces with which I shall be concerned here will be assumed to be

such that their cohomology groups are finitely generated. Let kn+l

£iin41(.B; it) denote the characteristic cohomology class of E, de-
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fined to be minus the transgression of the basic cohomology class of

the fibre, i.e. kn+1 = -r„+iun, where t„+i: Hn(F; ir)^Hn+1(B; w) de-

notes the transgression homomorphism,6 and

un £ #n(¿?; „.)   ^  Hom (^ „.)

is the cohomology class corresponding to the identity isomorphism

of it with itself. Finally let A be any field of coefficients, and let

Hom* (ir, A) denote the subgroup of Hom (w, A) which consists of

those homomorphisms p :r—>A such that p*An+1 = 0, where

p*:Hn+i(5;7r)_>#n+i(5.¿)

will always denote the homomorphism induced by such a p.

Theorem 1.

(i) Hi(E;A)~Hi(B;A) O^i^n-l;
(ii) Hn(E; A) is a group extension of Hom* (it, A) byHn(B; A).

Let
ô9:H'(B;tt)^H''+1(B;A)

be the coboundary homomorphism associated with an element

0:0—>A—»G—>ir—»0 of the group, Ext Abel (jr, A), of Abelian group

extensions of it by A. Let

Ext Abel* (it, A)

denote the subgroup of Ext Abel (it, A) which consists of those ex-

tensions 0 such that 8ekn+1 = 0, and let &n+1(B; A) denote the factor

group of Hn+1(B; A) by the subgroup of elements of the form p*kn+l,

for all p G Horn (j, A).

Theorem 2.7 Hn+1(E; A) is a group extension of Ext Abel* (ir; A)

by$»+KB;A).

Now let n>2. Following Eilenberg-MacLane8 let Sq^:Hq(K; t)

—>Hq+2(K; A), K = B, F, denote the "Steenrod square" associated

with any trace function f.ir-^A, that is, with any homomorphism

¿£Hom (it, A) such that t(x)—1{— x)=0 for all xQir. Let F*(x, .4)

denote the subgroup of Hom (tt, A) of all such trace functions which

satisfy the condition Sq2,kn+1 = 0. Let §n+2(5; A) denote the factor

group of Hn+2(B; A) by the subgroup of elements of the form 8ekn+1,

for all 0£Ext Abel (tt, A). Finally let P denote the subgroup of ele-

ments Y,b2®pEH2\B;A)®rlom (tt,A) suchthat £*>2*Jp**n+1 = 0-

' Defined, e.g. as in [7, Chap. II, §9].

7 This corrects the result as first announced in Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Abstract

61-6-828, The cohomology groups of certain fibre spaces.

»See [2].
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Theorem 3.7 Ü"+2(E; A) has a composition series

H"+2(E; A) D D* »•*« D D* "+2.° D 0

wAere

F"+2(£; A)/D* l-»+» « r*(7r; ¿),

£)* l,n+l/£)* n+2,0   ¡^   p

£)*n+2,0   «   §«+2(5; ¿).

As indicated in Theorem 3, the notation used in the spectral se-

quence arguments will be precisely that of [7]. In case B is a CW

complex it is well known that the definition of An+1 used above coin-

cides with the definition of the characteristic class in terms of ob-

struction theory.9 Thus if B has a single nonvanishing homotopy

group in dimension less than n, the Eilenberg-MacLane result is

recovered, at least for CW complexes.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Since Hl(B; A)=Q and H'(F; A)=0,

0<j<n, we can deduce10 from the cohomology spectral sequence

(E*, dr) associated with E the existence of the exact sequence

0 -* HX(B; A) -* Hl(E; A) -> W(F\ A) 4 H2(B; A) -+ • • •

-► Hn(F; A)-> Hn+l(B; A) -» Hn+\E; A) -» Hn+l(F; A),

where d( is the transgression homomorphism. Part (i) of Theorem 1

follows immediately from the exactness of this sequence, since

H'(F;A)=0,0<j<n.
Also from the exactness of the sequence, it follows that Hn(E; A)

is a group extension of <C+i(0) by Hn(B; A), so that part (ii) of the

theorem requires simply the calculation of the kernel of the trans-

gression dn+i. Since F is of type 3C(ir, n), Hn(F; A) =Hn(ir, n; A), and

Hn(ir, n; A) «Horn (w, A), this last isomorphism being given11 by the

correspondence p*un++p, where p£Hom (ir, A), p* is induced by p,

and, as above, u" is the basic cohomology class in H"(ir, n; A). Thus

any element of Hn(F; A) will be written p*un for some pEHom (tt, A).

If, as in §2, Tn+i is the transgression when w is the group of coeffi-

cients, we have ¿n+ip*un = p*TM+iun, since p* is essentially a change

of coefficients and thus commutes with the transgression. Hence

»See [9].

10 Cf. [7, Chap. Ill, Prop. 5, Remark l].
11 Cf. [5, §8].
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dn+ip*u" = 0 if and only if p*An+1=0, i.e. under the correspondence

p*un<->p, the subgroup d~+i(0) of H"(F; A) is isomorphic to the sub-

group Hom* (7T, A) of Hom (it, A) which consists of those homo-

morphisms p:ir-*A such that p*An+1 = 0. This proves part (ii) of

Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 2. From the exactness of the sequence of §3,

H"+1(E; A) is a group extension of its image in Hn+1(F; A), by

Hn+1(B; A)/dn+iHn(F; A). Since dn+1p*W= -p*kn+\ dn+iHn(F; A)

is the subgroup of Hn+1(B; A) which consists of elements of the form

p*kn+l for all p£Hom (it, A), as required. Thus it remains to calcu-

late the image of Hn+l(E; A) in Hn+1(F; A). Here we are beyond the

range of the exact sequence and required to use the spectral sequence

arguments from which the exact sequence was obtained in the first

place. Firstly, we have a composition series

Hn+\E; A) = D* °."+1 Z)D*1,nD • • • DD* n+2~1 = 0,

where D*V'q/D* "+1'«-1 = ££"■'. Since A is a field and the cohomology

groups are finitely generated,

£?»■« =H»(B; H*(F; A)) « H»(B; A) ® H*(F; A).

Hence E* p's = 0 if p+q = n + l, p^O, w + 1, in virtue of the hypotheses

on B and F. Thus EtM = 0 if p+q = n + l, p^O, w + 1, and the above
composition series for Hn+i(E; A) reduces to

#»+»(£; A) D D*1" D 0

where IP+1(E; A)/D*^" = Et°'a+l, and D*1" = EÍn+l'°. The term

D*ln is, of course, precisely the factor group Hn+1(B; A)/dn+iHn(F;A)

as obtained in the exact sequence of §3, and I omit the details of its

precise calculation. We are left therefore with Et°'a+1 (which is the

image of Hn+1{E; A) in H*+1(F; A)) to calculate. We have Hn+i(F; A)

= Hn+1(ir, n; ^4)«Ext Abel (it, A), where this last isomorphism is

given11 by the correspondence A«un<->0, for all coboundary homo-

morphisms Ae'.H"(F; ir)—>Hn+1(F; A) associated with the elements

0£Ext Abel (it, A). Since the basic class unQHn(F; ir) is transgres-

sive, it follows12 that A«Mn is transgressive, and since any element of

Hn+l{F; A) can be written in the form Aeun, for some 0, all the ele-

ments of Hn+1(F; A) are transgressive. Thus

Hn+\F;A) = £:°-+i = • • • = Eir'Dtr — et+i,

12 This follows from the fact that A$ commutes with transgression, which is a

consequence of a parallel argument to that given by Serre [7, Chap. II, §9, (c)], for

the commutativity of the Steenrod square.
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and Et0,n+1 is the kernel of the transgression homomorphism dn+2:

£^n+1-^£*+"2+2,0. But13 dn+2AeW = Sern+iu", where bt:H"+l(B; x)

—>Hn+2(B; A) is the coboundary homomorphism also associated with

0£Ext Abel (ir, A). Thus dn+2Aeun = 0 if and only if h¡Tn+\un

(= —ôekn+1) =0, i.e. under the correspondence A«u"<->0 the subgroup

£*0,n+I of Hn+1(F; A) is isomorphic to the subgroup Ext Abel* (tt, A)

of Ext Abel (it, A), which consists of those 0£Ext Abel (t, A) such

that SflAn+1 = 0, and the theorem is proved.

5. Proof of Theorem 3. The cohomology spectral sequence associ-

ated with E yields the composition series for Hn+2(E; A):

jyn+2(£. ¿\   —  £)* 0,n+2 ~) jy* l,n+l ~) J) *2'" ^   ■  •  •   Z)D* n+2'°

■J D* n+3,-1 =  0,

where D* "•«/£>* p+1'3-1 = £*, '*. As in §4, £2* M = ii*>(£; W(F; A))

~H>(B; A)® H*(F; A), and hence E^v'" = 0 if £+g = ra+2, p^O, 2,

« + 2, because of the conditions on B and F. Thus ££ M = 0 if p+q

= « + 2, £5^0, 2, n + 2, and the composition series reduces to

En+2(E; A) D D* l-n+1 D D* n+2-° D 0,

where

and

H»+2 (E,A)/D 1>n+1= £:°'n+2

* l,n+l ,_* n+2,0 „* 2,n

Ö /£ = £M    ,

* n+2,0 * n+2,0
D =  £„

To prove the desired result we therefore calculate these three £*

terms.

(a) El n+2fi. All the elements of E* n+2'° are cocycles for dr, if r > 1.

Nontrivial coboundaries occur only when r — n-\-2. Thus

n+2, „ * n+2,0 * n+2,0 „* n+2,0 „* n+2,0

E    (B;A) = E2 = E3 = • . . = £n+2      -> £B+3
* n+2,0

=     •••=£00 ,

and

* n+2,0 „n+2,„      ,.   ,, „* 0,n+l „n+2,„ ,,        _n+l,_

£„        « #    (B;A)/dn+2En+2      = #    (B;A)/dn+iH    (F; A).

But d„+2Hn+1(F; A) is the subgroup of elements of i3""+2(5; 4) of the

form ¿n+2A«un = 56T„+iun= -5<¡/cn+1, for all 0£Ext Abel (tt,A). Thus

£* n+2,0 ̂ £„+2(5. ¿) as required.

13 See footnote 12.
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(b) EZ 2,n. Again the hypotheses imply that

E2 =  E3 =   ■ ■  ■   =  En+1     _) ¿Sn+2     =   •  • •   =  üw        ;

so that £* 2'" is the kernel of dn+i:E*tf ->£*+flí3>0. Moreover E* 2»

~H2(B; A) ®Hn(F;A) so that any element of E* 2'n can be written

in the form of a finite sum E62®P*U". for b2QH2(B; A), p£Hom (ir,

A) and u* the fundamental class in Hn{F; it). Now

¿n+l( E ¿>2 ® P*«")   =  <W( E (&2 ®  DO  ®"P*<*"))

= E (*>2 ® 0(1 ® 4+ip*u")
- - E(*>2® i)(i ®p**n+1)

= - E *>2 ® p**"+1

= -X)b2U p**"+».

Thus, £t2'" is the subgroup of H2(B; A)®Hn{F; A) which consists

of elements E*>2®P*"n such that Y,b2VJp*kn+1=0 forjfall

b2QH2(B;A) and pGHom (ir, A), i.e. Et2,n is isomorphic to the sub-

group of H2(B; A) <8>Hom (it, A) consisting of those elements ^b2®p

suchthat Eô2Wp*ic"+1 = 0.

(c) £* °'"+2. Since F is of type 3C(tt, n),Hn+2(F;A)=Hn+2(ir, n; A)

which is isomorphic to the group r(ir, .¿4) of all trace functions from

it to A, the isomorphism being given14 by the correspondence

Sq2W<-+t for all tQT{ir, A). Since the basic class unQHn(F; ir)%is

transgressive, its Steenrod square is transgressive15 and all the ele-

ments of Hn+2(F; A) are transgressive. Thus

7T"+2/p. a\ - p* °'n+2 - - p* 0,n+2 -^ j?* 0,n+2 - p*0,n+2
tí     {t, A) — E2 - ■ • • — En+3       _) En+i       =■■■=&„        ,

and El °'n+2 is the kernel of the transgression dn+a:E*?3n+2^>E*?¿3-0.

But" dn+3Sg2tun = Sq2Tn+ittn=-Sq2kn+1, so that El °-n+2 is the sub-

group of Hn+2(F; A) which consists of all elements Sq2un such that

Sq2kn+l = 0, i.e. the subgroup which is isomorphic under the cor-

respondence Sq2tun<^>t to the subgroup T*(tt, A) of T(w, A) which

consists of those trace functions t such that Sq2tkn+1 = 0. This com-

pletes that proof of Theorem 3.
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TEST SPACES FOR DIMENSION n

BYRON H. McCANDLESS1

In 1935 Hurewicz published his celebrated theorem characteriaing

the dimension of separable metric spaces by means of mappings into

the n-sphere Sn. In this note we shall be concerned with the "dimen-

sion testing" property which Sn displays in Hurewicz's theorem. That

is, we shall try to determine the properties of a space Yn which enable

it to characterize the dimension of separable metric spaces. Let us

agree from the outset that only nonempty separable metric spaces

will be considered in this problem. To make the above more precise,

let w be a non-negative integer and F" a separable metric space. In

case F" satisfies the statement:

A separable metric space X has dimension ^« if, and only if, given

a closed subset C of X and mapping/: C—* Yn there is an extension of

/ over X, we shall call Y" a test space for dimension n. Our problem,

then, is to characterize these spaces Yn.

A special case of the problem seems to be general knowledge, al-

though I have seen no mention of it in the literature. It is known,

namely, that an arcwise connected space Yn tests the dimension of

locally finite &-polytopes (l^k^n) if and only if 7r¿(F")=0, i<n,
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